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President's Message

On April 2, 1974 the Internal Revenue
issued a letter to CZSG advising that it had
been determined to be a tax-exempt organization within the meaning of Section 501
( c ) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. This
letter was the culmination of work which
had been started during the latter part of
1973, when your officers determined that it
would be desirable to obtain tax-exempt
status. The application for tax" exemption
(Form 1023, for the benefit of those who
are interested in the technical details) was
sent to the Internal Revenue Service in November 1973. Following its preliminary review of the application, the Intemal Revenue Service requested certain supplementary
data, including an amendment to the bylaws covering the disposition of property
should there be a dissolution of CZSG. The
requisite amendment was submitted to the
membership for adoption near the close of
the year, and, following itS' ratification,
CZSG was able to meet the various requirements for tax-exempt status.
Because it is now a tax exempt organization under Section 501 (c)( 3 ), donations
(Continued

on page 22)

Meeting Notices
The czse will hold its fourth regional meeting" at SESCAL on Saturday, October 26, 1974 at 10 A.M.
in the Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif. For details please phone David
J. Leeds at 213-879-9700 during normal business hours".
The czse will hold its fifth regioirial meeting at NOJEX on Sunday, October 27, 1974 at 2:00 P.M.
in the Coachman Inn, Cranford, New
Jersey. For details please write to
George W. Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock
Road, Mountainside, New Jersey
07092.

No. 32

By Robert I. Patten
Canal Zone plate number blocks offer an interesting challenge, as many of them are
quite elusive. Their study provides much information about the printing of Canal Zone
stamps. The size of the overprint forms can be deduced in some cases from consideration
of which plate block positions exist.
Those who have attempted to complete the nwnerous plate number blocks of United
States issues can find welcome relief in Canal Zone plate blocks. There is only one plate
number on most Canal Zone commemoratives (and even on many of the regular issues),
so that a complete set of matched blocks
of an issue consists of only two or foW' Plate blocks of this issue sell at close to
plate blocks. However, the small printings catalogue value when available.
Plate numbers from the Bureau of Enof some of the overprinted issues means that
few can hope to complete all positions of graving and Printing did not appear again
on Canal Zone issues until 1924. The Hat
some of these stamps.
The -earliest-Canal Zone issue or interest plate printings of United-States stamps that
to plate block collectors is Nos. 4 - 8, the were used for Canal Zone Nos. 70 - 95 had
1904 overprint. These are listed in the Scott two plate numbers on each post office pane
Specialized catalogue in margin blocks of of 100 stamps. With the small printings of
some of these stamps, the number of existsix with imprint and plate number. Further
information on the plate numbers of this ing plate blocks must be very small. The
maximum number that can exist is as folissue is given in the Canal Zone Philatelist,
Vol. 5, p. 24 and 30 (1969). Only bottom lows: No. 80, 500; No. 81, 200; No. 94,
and left plate number blocks are known for 270; No. 95, 400. These plate blocks
this issue.
have usually sold at or above their catalogue
value.
Four different plate numbers are known
Of the 307,731,900 copies of the 1926
for each of Nos. 6, 7, and 8, while ten are
known for No.4 and 19 for No.5. Although United States Liberty Bell Sesquicentennial
from 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 copies of each stamp, a mere 300,000 were overprinted for
value were printed, most were destroyed the Canal Zone. Yet the prices of the plate
with the result that the total numbers sold blocks of the United States and Canal Zone
were quite small. The largest number sold issues have been nearly the same in recent
was 68,414 for No.5 and the smallest was years. Although 60 different plate numbers
7,856 for No.8. There were two plate num- exist for United States No. 627, only four of
bers on each post office pane of 100 stamps. these plates were used for Canal Zone No.
Thus no more than 157 plate number blocks 96. There is already evidence of increasing
could have been sold of the 10ctvalue, and collector interest in these stamps as our
many of these were undoubtedly not saved. country's two hundredth anniversary approaches.

Study Group Auction No.3
REMINDER: Closing date for receipt
of bids is October 28, 1974. If you
have not received the catalog by October 4, 1974 please write to G. W.
Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Road,
Mountainside, New Jersey 07092.

The rotary press issues, Nos. 97 - 104,
had only one plate number on each post
office pane of 100 stamps. Thus only 600
plate blocks can exist of No. 103 and only
a few over 1000 of Nos. 99 and 104.
The earliest stamps specifically designed
and printed for the Canal Zone were those
of 1928-1940 permanent issue. These were
issued in panes of 50. There are two plate
(Continued
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Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert
(Continued

N. Plass

from page 12 of last issue)

You will want to see all of your errors and varieties listed in the Canal Zone handbook.
It is in your own interest to check your collection against our quarterly check list. Please
let your Editor know of any unlisted varieties. We want to list all types of varieties except
broken letters. Work continues on the manuscript of the handbook. We estimate that it is
70%finished. Future issues will contain detailed lists of Nos. 1 to 30.

Revenue Stamps
All liquor sold in the Canal Zone must bear a revenue stamp supplied by the Republic of Panama. All of the special revenue stamps used in the Canal Zone with the single
exception of No. RM12 bear the legend "Zone del Canal" somewhere in the design. Almost
nothing is known of the early history of these stamps. Since all copies have been applied
over the closure of the liquor bottle, almost all copies have defects and wrinkles of various
kinds. Many of the stamps are canceled with a thick black or red line. Nos. Rl -R4 are
lithographed; Nos. R5 - R12 are engraved; Nos. RMI - RM15 are meter stamps.
The tax on a bottle of liquor was established in 1925 as 20¢. This was increased to
$1.00 a bottle, apparently in 1961. The tax was further increased on Dec. 7, 1972 to $2.00
for bottles up to 900 cc (1 quart), $3.00 for bottles from 900 to 1,800 cc (1 quart to *
gallon), and $4.00 for larger bottles.

No. Rl

20¢. Rose-red. Imprint ESTRELLA DE PANAMA. Inscribed LEY 22 DE 1925 (Law No.
22 of 1925). (3)

No.R2
No denomination indicated. Black. Imprint ESTRELLA DE PANAMA, Inscribed 1/16
LITROS and DECRETO No. 43 DE 1956 (Law No. 43 of 1956). (3)

No.R3
20¢ on 2~H Rose-red. Imprint ESTRELLA DE PANAMA. Overprinted in black 20¢
HABILITADO 20¢ / Decreto numero 60 de 1962 (Order No. 60 of 1962). No examples
are known without the surcharge.

No.R4

,i.~uctions
The better grade Canal Zone material
continued in excellent demand at auctions
during the past quarter. The better errors',
plate blocks, and postal stationery usually
brought prices considerably above catalogue. Few of the rarer varieties were actually offered at auction during this period.
Among the rarities sold was the Thatcher
bridge error No. 157a at $2600 ($2500). An
unused copy of the extremely elusive No.
47 brought $300 ($400) in spite of the fact
that it was without gum (a considerable
fraction of the known unus'ed copies are
without gum). A block of four of No. 67
brought $625 ($850). All three of these
stamps were sold at Siegel sales. A number
of plate blocks of Nos. 85-95 were offered
and all sold at considerably above catalogue.
Other material sold is in the following list
arranged by Scott catalogue number. The
catalogue number is followed by the price
realized and in parenthesis the catalogue
price as listed in the auction catalogue. The
name of the auctioneer is given after the
price. All items are unused and without defects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
Scott No.1, $105 ($115) Koerber; No.
2d on cover, $165 ($125) Mozian; No.3,
used, $70 ($80) H. R. Harmer; Nos. 4 - 8,
$80 ($94) Wolffers; No. 14b, $105 ($85)
Siegel; No. 19, $10 ($12) Mozian: No. 19a
$27 ($30) Mozian; No. 21, block of four,
$28 ($19) Apfelbaum: No. 23f, block of

No denomination indicated. Vermilion. Imprint EDITORA PANAMA AMERICA, S. A. Inscribed ARTICULA 867 DEL CODIGO FISCAL Consumo Zona del Canal and in large
letters BOTELLAS.

I

No.R5
No denomination indicated. Green. Inscribed 1/16 DE LITRO. Imprint THOMAS DE
LA RUE & COY LTD. Inscribed DECRETO No. 221 DE 1°. DE SEPTIEMBRE, 1961
(Law No. 221 of September 1, 1961).

No.R6
No denomination indicated. Orange-brown. Same as No. R5 except inscribed 1/8 DE
LITRO.

No.R7
No denomination indicated. Deep blue. Same as No. R5 except inscribed

¥4

DE LITRO.

No.R8
No denomination indicated. Carmine. Same as No. R5 except inscribed LITROS.

No.R9

.

No denomination indicated. Black. Same as No. R5 except inscribed LITROS.
No. RIO
No denomination indicated. Carmine. Same as No. R5 except inscribed BOTELLAS.

No. Rll

No denomination indicated. Black. Imprint THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO. LTD. Inscribed
1/16 LITROS and DECRETO No. 43 DE 1956. Similar to No. R2, but engraved instead
of lithographed and with different imprint at bottom. (4)
No. R12
No denomination indicated. No. Rll overprinted in deep red LITRO HABILITADO
LITRA / Decreto Executive No. 18 de 6 de Febrero de 1974 and two bars over inscription
1/16 LITROS.
All of the following stamps with a "RM" prefix to the number are printed in red by a
meter on security paper with the repeated words REPUBLICA DE PANAMA. There is a
rectangular box on the left with the diagonal words REPUBLICA de PANAMA LEY
81 de 1961. On the right is the coat of arms of Panama, the words REPUBLICA de PANAMA at the top and below this TIMBRE PARA/ LICORES / EXTRANJEROS Para la
Zona del Canal. At the bottom is P. B. No. followed by the number of the meter. The
left rectangle is 18* by 38 rom on all the stamps listed below, except No. RM12 which
has a rectangle 12* by 43 rom. All meter revenue stamps printed by Panama in red are

I

I

I
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for use in the Canal Zone. No tax is charged on liquor used at the United States Embassy.
A stamp showing a $0.00 value is affixed in order to indicate that the bottle was obtained
legally.

No. RMI
$0.00. Meter No. 601.

No.RM2
$0.00 Meter No. 601 overprinted with a design of vertical bars in a pattem16by
obliterating PANAMA and value on right.

26 rom

No. RM3
$1.00. Meter No. 600.

No.RM4
$1.00. Meter No. 601.

No. RM5
$1.00. Meter No. 601 with a red horizontal border across entire length of meter at top
and bottom.

No. RM6
$1.00. Meter No. 600 with ultramarine handstamp in wide, thick letters PARA LA ZONE
CANAL (all capital letters).
a. Inverted overprint.

No. RM7
$1.00. Meter No. 60~ with ultramarine handstamp PARA LA Zona del Canal.
a. Inverted overprint.

No. RM8
$1.00. Meter No. 601 with ultramarine handstamp PARA LA Zona del Canal and with a
red horizontal border across entire length of meter at top and bottom.

No. RM9
$1.00. Meter No. 601 with ultramarine handstamp in thick heavy letters PARA LA Zona
del Canal (serif of d touches e, serif of n nearly touches a, lower serif of Z and C thicker
and different shape than Nos. RM7-8). (2)

No.RMlO
$2.00. Meter No. 600.

No. RMII
$2.00. Meter No. 601.

No. RM12
$3.00. Meter No. 503. (3)

No. RM13
$3.00. Meter No. 600.

No. RM14
$3.00. Meter No. 601.

No. RM15
$4.00. Meter No. 601.

First Flight and Other Canal Zone Covers
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 13 of last issue)

four, $60 ($8) Mozian; No. 39g, booklet
with 3 panes, $450 ($225) Mozian; No. 46,
block of 8, $425 ($450) Siegel; No. 46, pair
on cover, $160 ($100) Siegel; No. 46, $80
($50) Siegel; No. 46b, $85 ($60) Siegel;
Nos. 52-54, $53 ($43) Siegel; No. 54, $32
($25) Mozian; Nos. 55-57, last with dried
gum, $63 ($48) Siegel; No. 58, $95 ($85)
Apfelbaum.
No. 7lb, $60 ($60) Mozian; Nos. 84-95,
a few with small faults, $90 ($118) Siegel;
No. 87, plate block of 6, $105 ($100)
Apfelbaum; No. 94, $55 ($65) Apfelbaum;
No. 94, plate block of 6, $675 ($550)
Siegel; No. 95, $20 ($23); No. 117 PI,
large die proof, $330 (Koerber) (in spite
of statement in auction catalogue, there are
8 copies of this proof reported in private .
hands); Nos. 120-135, C15-20, $52 ($72)
Apfelbaum.
No. C2, $27 ($30) Apfelbaum; No. C2,
plate block of 6, $360 ($325) Apfelbaum;
Nos. C08-12, used, $500 ($425) Siegel;
No. 08, used, $240 ($200 ) Siegel; No.
Cll, perf. P on cover, $120 Mozian.
No. UX2, $40 ($35) Mozian; No. UX2c,
$65 ($60) Mozian; No. UX2d, $35 ($30)
Mozian; No. UX4, $21 ($20) Mozian; 1919
First Ocean to Ocean Submarine mail cover
$50 Koerber.
'

Type II Spacing
There are two normal spacings of the
Type II overprints, Nos. 38 - 40. The spacing between CANAL and ZONE is either
8lh or 9lh mm and these have been identified in the past with different printings.
However, several pairs of No. 38, the l¢
denomination, have been reported with 8~
rom spacing on one stamp and 9lh rom on
the other. This is one reason for the confusion that has existed about the different
printings of this issue. Can anyone provide
further information about these spacings?
Does the 8lh mm spacing occur just once
or several times in the sheet of 9lh mm
spacings or is it the other way around? Or
is it possible that there were a number of
each spacing on a sheet printed from one
of the settings of the overprint? Does any
one have sheets or large blocks of this
issue? Please advise your Editor if you have
any further information.

April 15 - 18, 1932
The first direct dispatch to Mexico City on F. A. M. Routes No.5 and 8 was made on
this date. Previously mail to Mexico City had been dispatched to Vera Cruz. Regnlar
official service was also established to Cozumel.
121. Cristobal to Mexico City, Mexico. April 15 (B-April 17). Purple oval cachet
with words.
122. Cozumel, Mexico to Cristobal. April 18 (B-April19). No cachet.
123. Cozumel, Mexico to Cristobal. April 18 (B-April19). No cachet.

May 20 • 23, 1932
The Brst service to La paz on F. A. M. Route No. 9 was on this date. Return covers
from La paz were caiTied by temporary service. Regnlar service from La paz was not
inaugurated until June 2, 1935.
with 124.
words.
Cristobal to La paz, Bolivia. May 20 (B-f.1ay24).
Purple diamond shaped cachet
I
125. La Paz, Bolivia to Cristobal. May 23 (B-iay 29).' No cachet.
(Continued on page 20)
I
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1974 Revalued Envelopes
The various watermark varieties on the
1974 revalued envelopes were listed in the
last issue. A new variety has been found.
Just one box of 500 was found of the 2¢ +
1141:large envelope with the watermark No.
48, "USA star".
The quantities surcharged of these 1'('valued envelopes are relatively large for a
Canal Zone issue. There are 198,500 for the
regular 2¢ + 841:envelope (96,500 of th~
small size and 102,000 of the large size) an
287,000 of the 241:+ 11¢ air mail (205,000
of the small size and 82,000 of the larg~
size) . This information was supplied by
Col. R. A. Stevens.

I

Sailing for the Canal Zone
John Phoenix sends an interesting form
notice that was sent to employees of the
Isthmian Canal Commission in 1910 prior
to their sailing from New York for the
Canal Zone. It reads in part:
"All employees assigned to sail from
New York City are requested, immediately
upon arrival in New York, to call at the
office of the Panama Railroad Company, 24
State Street, for their steamship passage
ticket and instructions....
If obliged to
wait in New York for a time, employees
should be extremely careful as to the class
and reputation of the hotel or lodging
house in which they stay and acquaintances
they make in the city, especially if in possession of a considerable sum of money or
other valuable. If a stranger in the city and
it becomes neces~ary to inquire as to the direction and location of streets, it is safest to
address only the regular unifornled policemen. It is best not to engage public hackmen or cab drivers for transportation about
the city, as the facilities offered by the
electric cars are ample and inexpensive. The
steamers 'Colon,' 'Advance,' 'Panama,' and
'Alliance' sail from pier foot of West 27th
Street, New York City....
The steamers
'Ancon' and 'Cristobal' sail from pier foot of
12th Street, Hoboken, N. J.....
"

Cuban Philatelic Club
The Cuban Philatelic Club is a society
dedicated to the study and promotion of
Cuban stamps and postal history. They publish a quarterly journal with articles on all
phases of Cuban philately. There is a yearly
auction sale for members. The Home Chapter in Miami has weekly meetings, while
monthly meetings are held in New York
and San Juan, P. R. Dues are $6.00 per
year. Information may be obtained from
Mrs. Laura G. Cantens, Secretary, P. O. Box
55, Miami, Florida 33145.

Second Time Around
Another letter from the Mann-Greene
correspondence. Scott catalog numbers mentioned by Greene have been changed to refleet the current one's; other additions in
( ) by this writer.
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
May 15, 1915
Mr. Percy McGraw Mann
1708 North 18th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sir:
Enclosed you will find an official stamp
of Canal Zone and a marginal strip from the
2c Zone Commem (Scott #43).
With reference to the former, would state
that I have just recently seen these and I
have not yet got the full dope covering their
issue but expect to have it in course of a
week or so. I have seen the I, 2, 5 & 10
so punched - these are Scott's 38, 39, 40
and 36. I could give considerable dope on
these now but prefer to wait and give it all
(Continued on page 24)

First Flights (Continued from page 19)

June I, 1935
The first regular dispatches from La Paz took place on this date on F. A. M. Route
No.9.
126. La Paz, Bolivia to Cristobal. June 2 (B-June 5). Black cachet with four lines of
words.
February 6, 1930
127. Cristobal to Coco Solo, Galapagos Islands. February 6. This Hight was made in
connection with an expedition to these islands.

May 2, 1936
128. Cristobal to Lakehurst, N. J. and then via the Zeppelin Hindenburg to Germany.
The covers bear 35¢ in Canal Zone stamps and 25¢ in United States stamps. They are
postmarked at Cristobal on May 2nd, at New York on May lIth, and are backstamped at
Frankfurt on May 14th. Magenta cachet showing zeppelin and map. The Hindenberg was
destroyed by fire just one year later as it was about to land at Lakehurst.
May 9 - 10, 1936
Guanta, Venezuela was added to F. A. M. Route No.5 on this date.
129. Cristobal to Guanta, Venezuela. May 9 (B-May II). Purple cachet supplied
by contractor.
130. Guanta, Venezuela to Cristobal. May 10 (B-May 13). Purple cachet supplied by
contractor.
February 8, 1937
131. Langley Field, Virginia to Corozal, C. Z. On a military maneuvers Hight, the
96th Bombardment Squadron made this Hight beginning February 5th. Covers are postmarked at Corozal, C. Z. on Feb. 8, 1937 at 5 P.M. Typewritten cachet and signature of
J. K. McDuffie, "Commanding the Squadron".
July 18, 19:37
A stop at Cali, Columbia was added to F. A. M. Rote No. 9 on this date. No return
covers from Cali are known.
132. Cristobal to Cali, Columbia. July 18 (B-July 18). No cachet.
August 2, 19:37
133. Crash cover at Cristobal. On August 2, 1937 Pan American Airways Plane N. C.
15065 en route from Buenos Aires encountered thick low-lying clouds and heavy rain over
France Field. Before it was able to land, it crashed into the sea off of Cristobal. All on
board were killed including the pilot Stephen S. Dunn. The next day U. S. planes and
destroyers found pieces of wreckage and salvaged 43 pounds of mail. The mail was dried
in the bakery at Mt. Hope, C. Z. A black four line cachet was applied to the envelopes
reading "Recovered from / Plane N. C. 15065 / Aug. 3, 1937 / Cristobal, C. Z." Many
letters have an official seal on the back. Many letters also have a New York postmark reading "POSTAGE STAMP / DETACHED / BEFORE / RECEIPT / AT / NEW YORK
VARICK ST. 'STA". A total of 431bs. of mail was salvaged.
December 8, 1937
134.' San Diego, California to Coco Solo, C. Z. A mass Hight of new Consolidated
Flying Boats was made from San Diego, Calif. to Coco Solo, C. Z. Covers carried on the
flight are canceled at Coco Solo on December 11, 1937. They bear a typewritten cachet
"This letter calTied on Plane 2P7 U. S. Navy Massed Flight V. P. Squadron 2, San Diego,
Calif., to Coco Solo, Canal Zone, December 8-9, 1937."
August 31, 1938,
135. San Diego, California to Coco Solo, C. Z. Anollier mass Hight of Consolidated
Flying Boats was made from San Diego, Calif. to Coco Solo, C. Z. Due to a storm over
Central America, the Hight was delayed one day and a stop was made in llie Gulf of
Fonseca, Nicaragua. The Hight was completed on September 1st. Covers are cancelled at
Coco Solo, C. Z. on September 7, 1938 and certified by Lieut. Comdr. W. K. Berner,
Squadron Commander. (2)
December 15· 16, 1946
Houston was made the terminal point and Corpus Christi was added as an intermediate point on F. A. M. Route No.5 on these dates.
136. Balboa to Corpus Christi, Texas. December 15 (B-December 16). Magenta
cachet with words.
137. Balboa to Houston, Texas. December 15 (B-December 16). Magenta cachet willi
words.
(Continued on page 24)
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The 1909-1921 Overprints
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 16)

One sheet of the 21 value received a
double overprint, No. 56a. Another sheet
also received a double overprint, but one
was im;erted, No. 56b (Figure 28).

Figure 28. No. 56a.
There are 36 pairs known of No. 56c,
horizontal pair without overprint. On two
sheets the first vertical row did not receive
the overprint due to a misplaced overprint.
On one sheet the tenth vertical row did not
receive an overprint for the same reason.
The check list explains the origin of 4 more
pairs due to paper folds. In addition two
more pairs, also due to paper folds, have
since been reported. This eITor is shown
in Figure 29.
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An extra CANAL ZONE was printed on
the right of two sheets so that the 10 stamps
from the last vertical row had a double
CANAL (No. 56e) so that ZONE was in the
margin (Figure 31). Two sheets were printed
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Only one maJor error is known on the 5¢
value, No. 57a, horizontal pair, one without
overprint. Twenty copies are known. On one
sheet the overprint is missing from the first
vertical row and on another sheet it is
missing from the tenth vertical row. An example from each sheet is shown in Figure
34.

Figure 31. No. 56e. CANAL double.
with an extra CANAL ZONE on the left
side so that the stamps from the first vertical row have ZONE double (No. 56f) and
so that CANAL appears in the margin (Figure 32). There are 20 examples known of
each of these errors.

Figure 34. No. 57a.

Figure 32. No. 56f. ZONE double.
Only one copy is known of No. 56h,
CANAL only. This has been shown in Vol.

Copies of the 5¢ value are known with
the bottom-sheet margi~ imperforate (Figure 35).

4, p. 21.

Figure 29. No. 56c.
Only 6 examples of No. 56d, vertical pair,
one without overprint, are known. These are
probably all caused by paper folds, although
not all copies still show the evidence of this.
This error is shown in Figure 30.

There are various printing varieties
known on these issues due to paper folds.
One of the more interesting is shown in
Figure 33. About one-third of the red part
of the design is missing on the two lower
stamps. The black vignette was printed first
at this time.

Figure 35. No. 57, Imperi. margin.

Booklet Pane Positions

Figure 30. No. 56<1.

Figure 33. No. 56. Design partly missing.
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One of our members, Col. Thomas F.
Bristol, Box 30, McLean, Va. 22101 is tabulating the number of booklet panes known
from 1924 with the following collectable
positions: K (guide line at right and bottom); L (guide line at left and bottom);
N (guide line at right and top); 0 (guide
line at left and top); panes with plate numbers. He would also like to know of plate
panes in hand made booklets. If you have
any of this material in your collection and
have not reported it to him as yet, please
do so.

_

President's Message (Continued from page 17)

made to CZSG by individuals or corporations may be deducted by donors as contributions, but amounts paid by contributing
and sustaining members in excess of the
basic dues (which are presently $5.00 per
year) may be treated as contributions.
Recognition as a tax-exempt organization means that the income which CZSG
derives from the incidental activities related
to its mission can be devoted to the overall
purposes of CZSG without any concern for
a potential liability for income taxes. Furthermore, as a tax-exempt organization
CZSG will be able to obtain certificates exempting it from state and local sales tax
imposed upon various purchases of goods
and services.
The technical aspects involved in obtaining tax-exempt status were purposely omitted inasmuch as they have no philatelic
connotations. For those who may enjoy
delving into the byways of federal taxation,
considerable information is available from
your friendly Internal Revenue Service.
Specifically recommended is Publication 557
and the instructions attached to Form 1023,
which may be obtained without charge
(from IRS, not CZSG).
Canal Zone Plate Blocks (Continued

from page 17)

numbers on each post office pane of the flat
plate printings. Most stamps of this set were
printed in .relatively large numbers and
many are still current.
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It is difficult to obtain all plate positions
of the 1939 Anniversary sets No. 120-135
and C15-20. Fortunately there is only one
plate number for each denomination, except
for No. 122 which has two different nwnbers. There is only one plate number on
each pane of 50 stamps. The top left and
right plate blocks can be distinguished by
the letter F. Thus these two blocks plus a
bottom block are required for all positions.
The rarest plate blocks of this issue are No.
128 with 680 plate blocks; No. 134 with
685 plate blocks, and No. C20 with 801
plate blocks possible.
Plate blocks of Canal Zone issues from
1948 to the present are not too hard to
locate nor are they very expensive at this
time. Most of these can be found in dealers'
stocks. The most difficult plate block to find
of the recent commemoratives is No. 146,
the 1951 1O¢ West Indian laborer stamp.
Only 4,800 plate blocks were printed.
Plate blocks of Canal Zone air mail issues
can reasonably be completed at the present
time. The most difficult to obtain are Nos.
C2 and C20. The first air mail set, Nos. C1 C5 can be obtained in plate blocks. How-
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ever, it is another matter to complete all As previously stated, permit numbers 1 and lished in 1961, and which they still have
numbers and positions. There are four plate 2 were issued to C. Fernie & Co. and to available. This book received the Eugene
numbers for each stamp and nve collectable Panama Agencies Co., respectively. How- Klein Memorial award in 1962 for the best
positions; top left, top right, left, right, and ever, they were given meter numbers 2 publication by an American Philatelic Congress member during the previous year. Tat
bottom. Although the exact numbers issued and 13 respectively.
He also reports an entirely new type IV also served some time on the Canal Zone
of Nos. C1 and C2 are not known, it is
estimated that only about 840 plate blocks meter from Cristobal. This is similar to Postal Service's Stamp AdviSOryCommittee.
Naturally he handled many types of
of No. C2 were sold.
Type I with the following differences: 1.
cases
on the bench-40,000 roughly-from
CANAL
ZONE
POSTAGE
is
longer
and
in
The regular air mail issues of 1931-1949
and of 1951 are collected in plate blocks of different type; 2. the denomination is en- spy trials to ordinary traffic infractions and
six. Both top and bottom positions are avail- closed in a rectangular box. He promises a during his many years on the Zone was inable. On the 1951 issue Nos. C21-26, the more detailed article on meters at a later volved in a number bf organization activities, such as President, Canal Zone Council,
numbers were moved to the side, but stilI date.
Boy Scouts of America; President, Canal
away from the comers. The 1958 issue, Nos.
Zone Baseball Leaghe; President, Canal
E. I. P. Tatelman
C27-31, had the plate numbers in the corZone Bar Associationl and Director, Canal
ners of the sheet, even though this was a
"Tat" passed away January 1, 1974, in
flat plate printing. These are collected in a Florida veteran's hospital. Born in New
blocks of four. Plate number blocks of all Hampshire in 1896 he was r:amed Edward
War
Zone II.
Civilian
Among
Defens5
othe~ at
honors
the start
he had
of World
been
the aimail stamps from No. C6 to the Israel Putnam, the last two names being for made an Honorary Citizen by the City of
Colon, Republic of pJnama.
present can be found without t,oo much a Revolutionary War general.
He moved to Florida upon retiIing, then
difficulty, with the exception of the 1939
He was a veteran of both World War I
commemorative already mentioned. The and II, acquiring a leg injury from a tor- to California, and theh back to Florida. His
completion of all plate numbers and posi- pedo strike in the former that was to give body has been cremat~d and the ashes have
been returned to rest in the Canal Zone
tions is however a difficult task.
him trouble in later years. He did postThe Canal Zone plate block collector has graduate work at Annapolis and left the Masonic Temple.
I
-George Brett
one more area to pursue beyond the regular Navy as an Ensign in 1920. During World
and air mail issues-postage dues. Numbers War II he served as radioman and mate in
Wide Spacing on J4
Jl - J3 are collected in blocks of six with the Merchant Service.
The possibility of the wide spacing (10
plate numbers (2¢) or with plate number,
He attended Harvard, had a B.S. from
star, and imprint (let and 10¢). There are the U. S. Merchant Marine Academy, and mm instead of normal 9lh mm) variety on
four numbers for each value. Completion of an LL.B. in 1929 from Cumberland Univer- No. J4 was mentioned on page 7 of the last
issue. Miller Hurt and David Leeds have
all numbers and positions is probably im- sity, Lebanon, Tenn.
now
found copies of this variety so that it
possible due to the small numbers sold of
Beginning with his first appointment from
this issue (only 23,533 stamps or 470 plate President Hoover, he served continuously as can definitely be added to the check list.
Leeds found one unused and two used
blocks of the 1¢).
a Magistrat~ (J!Jdge) at Cri~tobllJ>-,-G'!.n1.'lcopies -after checking 215 copies.
The next stamps with pj-a:te"1l1fmbers;'1~os.Zone until his retirement in U58.
I
,
J12 - 20, were issued in 1924-1925. Most of
He married Mildred L. Brown on the
First
U.
S.
Overprints
on-FDC
these are rare in plate number blocks. Each Canal Zone and she survives along with
Copies of the first United States stamps
pane of 100 stamps had two plate numbers. their children, a son Richard who works for
overprinted for the Canal Zone (Nos. 4 - 8)
Each stamp between these numbers had at an air line in California, and a daughter
are known on cover with a July 19, 1904
least four plate numbers which can be col- Muriel, who is presently in Honduras with
postmark. These stamps should have been
lected in five different positions (top left, her husband, a State Department employee,
issued on Monday, July 18, 1904. However,
top right, left, right, bottom). Obviously and their two children.
no copies are recorded with this postmark.
completion is almost impossible. Only 200
Tat's hobbies were many, but primarily Can any reader report to your Editor a first
plate blocks were sold of Nos. J12 and 15, comprised collecting stamps and getting
day cover of this issue?
which would be an average of only 10 into Panama archeology. His extensive colblocks of each position and plate number! lections of ceramics and other relics that
Registry Labels
The later postage dues, Nos. J21 - 29, are he had recovered in years of digging have
George Stilwell reports that there is
the only postage dues that are reasonably all been disposed of and most of his stamp another registry label in addition to the ones
available in plate blocks. However, even collection was sold in 1967. A good many listed in the Canal Zone Philatelist Vol. 9,
these are difficult to complete with all num- covers were left however and the miscella- p. 29 (1973). This label has a printed R at
bers and positions.
neous odds and ends that all of us seem to the left, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The relatively small numbers that exist of accumulate. He had strong opinions about at the top, No. at the bottom, while on the
most Canal Zone plate blocks are in striking the first issue of Canal Zone stamps and middle line is a handstamped CRISTOBAL.
contrast to the quantities available of United was responsible for confiscating many fakes
States plate blocks that often sell at con- and trying to discourage their manufacture.
Christmas Seals
siderably higher prices. There are unques- He did make Original purchases of two
William Sells points out that the Christtionably many remarkable bargains still error panes of stamps, the 6¢ air mail with mas Seals Nos. CS2-CS6 in our detailed list
available in Canal Zone plate blocks. The inverted official overprint, Scott C014a and are UTatermarlcedVJithRP and a nve-pointed
better blocks always draw many bids at a pane of the 31¢ air mail imperforate ver- star like Scott Wmk. 311 shown under
auction and usually sell at close to catalogue tically, No. C25a. The former was pur- Panama in their catalogue. The later issues
or above. Any greater interest on the part chased with a bunch of sheets from Chas. are without watermark. The most interestof United States collectors in the stamps of Hinz, Postmaster, Balboa Heights, and ing thing is that the first issue, No. CSl,
their possessions would bring still further Charlie afterwards was known to indig- exists both with and I without watermark.
increases in these prices.
nantly deny that he had leaked the sheet Some dealers offer the I watermarked stamp
to the Judge. I do not know how he ob- as the first issue of 1960. The stamp without
Canal Zone Meters
tained the No. 31c pane.
watermark is in a light~r shade of blue and
Richard Salz reports several facts about
Probably Tat's greatest claim to fame may have been issued in 1961. Can anyone
Canal Zone meters that are not in the item philatelically was' his production, under confirm that these stamps were actually
in our last issue. The meter numbers are in contract to the Canal Zone Postal Service, issued in different years or that seals were
general different from the permit numbers.
of the book on Canal Zone stamps, pub- first issued in 1960 instead of 1961?
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Postal Markings Committee
By Michael Demski
Although a column on Postal Markings
has not appeared before, the Postal Markings committee has been actively gathering
information. We hJpe regularly to present
this information to the membership in a
column. It is hoped that members will submit any unusual marking, for only in this
way can a complete list of markings be
prepared. We anticipate that this compilation will culminate in a publication which
will be a companion to the Canal Zone
Handbook. We encourage all members to
submit postal marking information to Hugh
Cassibry, George Campbell, or Michael
Demski (liS Warren St., Paterson, N. J.
07524).
The Canal ZOlle Philatelist Vol. 8, p. 23
( 1972) was solicited on a marking which
shows a figure "4" within four horizontal
bars. Thanks is extended to all members
who submitted examples. Unfortunately we
have no't been able to determine the significance of the "4". We have compiled the
following information. The diameter of the
town cancel is usually 29 mm or 31 mm.
The earliest known use is Aug. 24, 1905
from Cristobal and the latest is April 30,
1906 from Gorgona. The cancel is also
known from the following towns: Matachin,
La Boca, Corozal, Culebra, Ancon, Bohio,
Bas Obispo, and Tabernilla. Other towns
in this period probahly used this cancel,
but they are not known as yet. Scott Nos.
9-14 ann j 7 have op.en seen with the "4"
in bars cancel. It is curious that No. 16 has
not been reported with the cancel.
Anyone with further information please
contact one of the members of the Postal
Markings Committee.

First Day for Nos. 70 and 72
The accepted first day of sale for Nos. 70
72 the ]!!do and 1l,6¢ flat A overprints, is
April IS, 1925. The official documents of
the Canal Zone postal service indicate that
this was the first day of sale. However
David J. Leeds has found three covers with
these stamps that are postmarked on April

CENTRAL AMERICA
Panama is one of the features
in Robson Lowe's publication,
"The Latin America Color
Trials and Sample Stamps." It
lists and prices these fascinating items printed by \Vaterlow
in a booklet that will alway~
be a classic reference work. A
copy is available for $1.2.5:
Agents for Robson Lowe International

1.3, ]925 (from Cristobal and Cat un ) and
one cover postmarked on April 14, 1925
frolll Ancon. We reported on another April
13th cover in Vol. 6, p. 12 (1970). Is there
something wrong with the official records
and was the official first day sale actually
on April 13th? Alternatively did someone
obtain some of these stamps two days before the official sale and post a few covers?
Such unofficial pre-first day covers used to
be rather common in United States issues.
Can anyone supply more information on
this subject?

Official Stamps
The Scott catalogue gives March 31, 1941
a~ the issue date for the first regular and air
mail official stamps (Nos. 01-07, COI-4,
C06-7 ). Post office records indicate that
these stamps were not sold or used before
April 8, 1941. Does any member have a
copy postmarked before April 8th? Why is
the March 31st date given in the catalogue?

Second Time Around (Continued from page 20)
in one gob (see 2nd quarter CZP 1973 page
9 for the "one gob" letter):
Concerning the strip, I wi~h to call your
attention to the printing on both sides - at
least the Postmaster here and myself think
it is printing as the letters are so sharp.
Both of us would like to have the solution
and as I borrowed the strip from the Postmaster would like to have it returned
(Imagine borrowing stamps from your local
postoffice-hmmmmi )-the stamp you may
keep.
You may remember that the original announcement of issue of dues, gave the colors
as orange, dark chocolate, dark red and
violet for the 1, 2, 4 and 10 cent stamps respectively, (Scott J4, J5, ? and J6). However, when the stamps actually appeared,
they were all in the color of the 2 cent
stamp. It seems that the Director of Posts

of the Canal Zone objected to the various
colors en account of the dues being liable
to be mistaken for the regular postage
stamps, thereby causing confusion. As a consequence all were printed with the one
color, although the Director of Posts was
under the impre£sion that Panama would
order them in 2 colors.
I have been wondering for some time just
what the 2-l/2c stamp of the Panama Commemorative series was for and after being
to the Panama office several times, I happened to think of it while there and asked
the clerk. He said: "For collectors and this"
-he stamped an A.R. on a piece of paper.
While I didn't say so, I admired his frankness and I think it will take some time to
use up that stock of a million. These ought
to be good stamps used unless there should
be a clean up on the 5s in which case they
would be used up easily. The 3 cent. stamp
is going to be another good stamp for practically the only use it has is on the foreign
letters carrying the extra charge as in the
case of U.S. foreign, Sc the first ounce and
3 cents for each additional-in
Panama
letters are weighed in grams instead of
ounces.
I note you have listed a light blue surcharge on the Ie Zone due (Scott J4 )-1
have seen same on the 2c (Scott J5).
I have been told by several people that
the picture on the lc due is not that of Fort
Lorenzo but of the fort at Porto Bello. I
have been to both places but not for 6 or 7
years and while my memory is somewhat
hazy, my impression lines up with the
opinions of my friends. I have written to
the Secretary of Government and Justice for
information.
Respectfully,
/s/ Frank E. Greene
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
c/o Auditor, Panama Ca~al
-R. H. Salz

First Flights (Continued from page 20)
138. Houston, Texas to Balboa. December 16 (B-December 17). Blue cachet with map
and pictures of six countries.
139. Corpus Christi, Texas to Balboa. December 16 (B-December 17). Blue cachet
with map and pictures of six countries.

October 12, 1947
First flight to Buenos Aires on 21 hour service.
140. Balboa to Buenos Aires. October 12. Cache~ showing plane and map of South
America and United States Gulf area in rectangular frame.

June 4 - 20, 1948
This was the inaugural Hight of F. A. M. Route No. 34 from Houston to Lima by
BraniH International Airways.
141. Houston, Texas to Balboa. June 4 (B-June 5). Blue cachet showing map and
Hag. (3,056)
142. Houston AirGeld,Texas to Balboa. June 4 (B-June 5). Purple cachet showing map
and Hag. (987)
143. Balboa to Havana, Cuba. June ~tB-June 8). No cachet.
144. Balboa to Houston, Texas. June 7 (B-June 8). No cachet.
145. Guayaguil, Ecuador to Balboa. June 7 (B-June 8). Magenta cachet with words.
146. Balboa to Guayaquil, Ecuador. June 8 (B-June 8). No cachet.
147. Balboa to Lima, Peru. June 19 (B-June 19). No cachet.
148. Lima, Peru to Balboa. June 20 (B-June 21). Purple or green cachet with words.
(Continued in next issue)
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